Using an accurate 6D water dimer potential energy surface, we compute vibration-rotationtunnelling levels of HOD dimer, by assuming that the two monomers are rigid. HOD dimer has two isomers, a D-bonded isomer and an H-bonded isomer, and the wavefunctions of both isomers have amplitude in four wells. HOD dimer is important because, unlike the case of H 2 O dimer or D 2 O dimer, it is possible to measure the largest tunnelling splitting. Results for HOD dimer, therefore facilitate the testing of H 2 O dimer potentials. In J. Chem. Phys. 102, 1114Phys. 102, (1995, experimental results were interpreted in terms of 1D models. Experimental splittings of both isomers, obtained by fitting an energy level equation to spectra, are in good agreement with those we compute.
I. INTRODUCTION
Water dimer has been studied for decades by both experimentalists [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and theorists [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . It is hoped that understanding the structure of the water dimer energy levels and determining an accurate water dimer potential energy surface (PES) will aid in modelling the effect of hydrogen bonds in biological molecules and chemical reactions in condensed phases. Good models for bulk water are built on the potential energy surface (PES) of water dimer. The water dimer itself is thought to play an important role in Earths atmosphere.
The water dimer PES is far from harmonic. It has 8 accessible (by feasible permutationinversion operations) identical wells separated by low barriers. As a consequence, tunnelling is important and the dynamics is complicated. Although it is possible to identify paths between the minimum (and barrier heights along these paths provide valuable information), it is very difficult to develop useful low-dimensional models. For example, the usefulness of 1D models is limited by coupling between vibrational coordinates and by the difficulty of choosing the mass to use in the 1D kinetic energy operator. In this paper, we present results of calculations on HOD dimer done by assuming that the monomers are rigid, but including all six of the inter-monomer coordinates. Rigid monomer calculations are quite accurate, when the monomers are not excited, for HF dimer [29] and water dimer [16] [17] [18] [19] 28] .
The isotopologue obtained by replacing two protons with deuterons has four isomers.
The two that can be described as HOD dimer are shown in Fig. 1 . The two that can be In H 2 O dimer, tunnelling among the 8 wells splits each ro-vibrational level into six levels.
The six levels consist of two triple forks. The upper (lower) prong of each triple fork is a B(A)
or an A(B) level. The middle prong is an E state. The spectrum is therefore characterised by three splittings. [16, 17] The largest splitting is the difference between the average energy of the upper and lower prongs of the top fork and the average energy of the upper and lower prongs of the bottom fork. This largest splitting is called the acceptor switch (AS) splitting.
The second largest splitting is the difference between the top and bottom prongs of a fork.
This splitting is called the interchange splitting. The third type of splitting, often called the bifurcation splitting is very small. Tunnelling along the AS path does not break the hydrogen bond and the AS path therefore has the lowest barrier.
Due to its importance, there are several good PESs for (H 2 O) 2 . According to the BornOppenheimer approximation, a PES for (H 2 O) 2 should also be valid for (HOD) 2 . To verify the accuracy of a PES, it is always a good idea to confirm that spectra computed for all isotopologues agree well with experimental data. For (H 2 O) 2 this is particularly important because the AS splitting cannot be measured. Transitions between the A (or B) level in the bottom fork and the A (or B) level in the top fork are forbidden by symmetry. Although transitions from the E level of the bottom fork to the E level of the top fork are in principle possible, they have never been measured due to their weak intensities. See however Ref. 9 .
Only the sum of the AS tunnelling splitting for K = 0 and K = 1 has been measured. K is the quantum number for the projection of the total angular momentum on the inter-monomer
Each of the two HOD dimer isomers has four accessible wells. Each ro-vibrational level is therefore split into four states. HOD dimer has only two types of tunnelling splittings: the AS and interchange splittings. There is no bifurcation splitting because the H and D nuclei have different masses. As is the case for (H 2 O) 2 , the larger (AS) tunnelling splitting arises from a motion which interchanges the H and D on the acceptor monomer. This tunnelling is called methyl-amine-type internal-rotation motion in Refs. 30, 31. The smaller tunnelling splitting arises from the interchange of the donor and acceptor roles of the two monomers.
In HOD dimer it is possible to measure the AS splitting for a single value of K. This makes it possible to compare theoretical AS tunnelling splittings with experimental values, thereby testing the accuracy of the PES. Experimental values for K = 0 and K = 1 are known for both isomers of HOD dimer [30] .
Since no transitions between levels of different isomers were found, there is nothing known experimentally about their relative energies. Our calculation shows that the ground state of D-bonded isomer is lower than that of the H-bonded isomer by 57.37 cm −1 .
II. EVALUATING THE PES IN HOD DIMER COORDINATES
According to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, one can calculate energy levels of HOD dimer using an (H 2 O) 2 PES. To do this, we must evaluate the (H 2 O) 2 PES at values of the internal coordinates used for HOD dimer. We compute the spectra of HOD dimer assuming the monomers are rigid. The coordinates we use are denoted (α, β; Ω A ; Ω B ; r 0 ). [32] See Fig. 5 . The orientation of the molecule-fixed (MF) frame of monomer X with respect to the dimer-fixed (DF) frame attached to the vector from the centre of mass of monomer A to the centre of mass of monomer B, r 0 , is specified by the Euler angles Ω X , X=A,B. r 0 is the length of r 0 , the vector from the centre of mass of monomer A to the centre of mass of monomer B. α and β specify the orientation of r 0 with respect to a space-fixed (SF) frame.
The axes of the MF frames are the principal axes of the monomers. We use the 6D water dimer PES called CCpol-8s [19] [26] , MB-pol [27] ).
The DF frame Cartesian coordinates (step (i)), of atom i in monomer A, ξ
DF
Ai are obtained from the MF frame Cartesian coordinates by a rotation
where S is the direction cosine matrix defined in Ref. 34 . ξ
MF
Ai are the Cartesian coordinates of atom i of minor isotopologue monomer in the MF frame. They are easily calculated once the frame is known. The MF frames are principal-axis frames for the the rigid monomers.
Note that the orientation of the minor MF frame is tilted with respect to the orientation of the bisector frame (which is the same as the principal axes frame for H 2 O). See Fig. 6 .
where,
is a bond vector for OH i for monomer A and c is a positive normalization constant. θ is the angle between b 1 and b 2 . Even though these unit vectors are for the major isotopologue, there is no need to attach a prime superscript since they are clearly defined in Eq. (2). We also need, r 0 , the vector pointing from the centre of mass of monomer A to that of monomer B. From the MF frame unit vectors and vector r 0 , one can determine the last two Euler angles for both monomers (A and B labels are not indicated),
These equations are obtained by recognizing that the spherical polar angles of r 0 in the MF frame are (β , π − γ ). They are equivalent to (−β , −γ ), but we use (β , π − γ ) because the polar angle cannot be negative. It remains to find α B − α A . This is done via intermediate Therefore, the x unit vector of an intermediate frame iŝ
The dihedral angle between the plane that contains the z axis and the x axis of the A We also compute ro-vibrational energy levels with both approaches and they agree as well.
III. CALCULATION DETAILS
We use the kinetic energy operator of Brocks et al. [32] and the CCpol-8s The MF frames are principal axis frames. To find the orientation of the principal axes we need the tilt angle referred to in Section II. To get the tilt angle, it would be ideal to use the vibrational ground state averaged geometry of HOD. This, however, is inconsistent with the 6D PES which is constructed assuming the geometry of the monomers is the ground state To define the PODVR basis, we need to know the equilibrium structure. It • are chosen. Once we have sorted the levels into two groups, one for H-bonded and one for D-bonded, we find that the energy levels of both isomers have the same symmetry pattern.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ground state energy level structures of the D-bonded and H-bonded isomers are the same and shown in Fig. 8 and Fig 
so that differences between different E(J, K, V ) reproduce their experimental transition frequencies. E V is the origin for the group of levels labelled by V . Note that K may be positive or negative. Two nearly degenerate levels labelled by +K and −K have the same E V . Since we have computed all the VRT levels with J ≤ 1, unlike the experimentalists, we can calculate the AS splittings simply from energy level differences. This, of course, will
give us J dependent a(K). We choose four tunnelling levels for each J Ka,Kc and compute AS splitting from equations like Eq. (6), but with E V replaced with actual energy levels. As shown by the double arrows in Fig. 8 , we can compute a(K = 0) from both J = 0 and = J = 1 levels. The two a(0) are very close and both can be compared to the experimental a (0) derived by fitting. By the same token, we can compute a(1) from either the K = +1 or the K = −1 levels as as shown by double arrows in Fig. 8 . a(+1) and a(−1) can be compared to the experimental a(1) derived by fitting. We could also, like the experimentalists fit using the same energy level expression the experimentalists used. The disadvantage of this fitting approach is that we would need to compute high J levels in order to get meaningful fitting constants.
The AS tunnelling splittings for the D-bonded isomer of HOD dimer are given in Table IV . For a(0), the calculated (7.88 cm −1 ) and experimental (7.15 cm Table IV ) the two a(0) are 7.882 and 7.888 cm −1 . For the H-bonded isomer (see Table   VI ),the two a(0) are 4.508 and 4.507 cm Table V and VII, respectively. The theoretical and experimental numbers are very close. The variations of the interchange tunnelling splittings between K = 0 and K = 1, and between the lower fork and the higher fork with the same K all agree well. Karyakin et al. [30] could not explain these variations in terms of geared and anti-geared pathways for this tunnelling motion and suggested that this failure of the 1D models might be due to the coupling of this interchange tunnelling motion with AS tunnelling motion.
V. CONCLUSION
Water dimer has been studied for more than 40 years. [13] Its spectrum is complicated because there are many equivalent wells separated by low barriers. Although it is possible to identify low-lying paths between the wells, 1D models are of limited value, due to coupling and to uncertainly about what mass to use in the 1D KEO. There are many comparisons of experimental and 6D calculated spectra. [19] To thoroughly test a PES, it is important to do calculations on several isotopologues. In this paper we test the best rigid monomer PES of (H 2 O) 2 [19] by computing, for the first time, the spectrum of (HOD) 2 .
The HOD dimer calculation is especially important because whereas for (HOD) 2 it is possible to measure the largest tunnelling splitting (the AS tunnelling) a(K) for K = 0 and There are two HOD dimer isomers, the D-bonded isomer and the H-bonded isomer. 
